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Create a Hypothesis The definition of
a hypothesis is: "an explanation of a
problem, a theory, or something in
nature based on a set of observations"
List the two causes and effects of a
disease A hypothesis must always have
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two causes and two effects The Causes
and Effects of a disease are listed
below. A) Diesis - Causes Chronic
inflammation - In cancerous tissue,
cancer cells live off the bloodstream
and need oxygen to grow. But since
there is not enough oxygen, cancer
cells start living off the bloodstream. If
this continues for a prolonged time,
the white blood cells in the blood
stream will attack the cancer cells.
White blood cells will attack white
blood cells and the white blood cells
will attack the cancer cells Prolonged
inflammation = Cancer B) Diesis Effects Inflammation - Cancer cells
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produce signals to attract white blood
cells. They create a mound of tissue
around them. The more advanced the
stage of the cancer, the more intense
the inflammation Cancerous tissue
creates signals to attract white blood
cells White blood cells will attack
white blood cells and cancer cells
Inflammation = Wasting D)
Conclusion Inflammation is the cause
of cancer and wasting Cause-Effect
Diagram of Processes - Hypotheses
Below is the diagram of the causes and
effects of a disease. A) Causes Diesis
Prolonged inflammation Wasting B)
Effects Inflammation Wasting C)
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Conclusion Inflammation = Disease
Wasting = Disease What does the
diagram below illustrate? The body
wastes as a result of an increased
amount of inflammation. In this
particular disease, the increased
amount of inflammation was caused
by the disease. Diagram of Causes and
Effects - Hypotheses and Real
Example Disease Inflammation
Inflammation causes a disease. The
blue box at the top represents the
problem and the yellow boxes below
represent causes. Consequences Hypotheses The disease can be
prevented by - A) Raising the body's
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